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night:
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Elks' Home.
Santa Fe Club.
Woman's Board of Trade.
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from the Associated Press by the
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be flashed on the screen.
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X

X
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Phone Black

BEING

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

ELECTION

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Phone Black

THE

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

A
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WHERE TO HEAR
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The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

IS
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THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

AND
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WHOLESALE

TO

ETLY AS

and Only Absolutely

EARLY, AND MOTORS

CARRIAGES

SWIFTLY

breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bil-- i
ions, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered stom-- j
and feel worn
acl), or have back-achout.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
passageway every few days with
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
This is important.
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse and regulate the stomach,
remove the sour, undigested and fermenting food and foul gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
out of the system all the constipated
waste matter and poison in the intestines and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will straighten
box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet;- liver and bowels regular and head clear for months. Don't
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
forget the children. They love CasALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages carets because they taste good do
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and gives special attention to case to the land above described, before undoubtedly the strongest proof of men will not be allowed to ride on
From the moment, however, that the
before the State Supreme Court.
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land Of the superiority of foreign husbands trains unless accompanied by a per- leader made announcement of the
commen
M.
can
see.
blind
son
The
who
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N.
fice, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the over the domestic type to the logical
first selection to the last moment
a great when the curtain rang down on a pat-22d day of November, 1912.
minds of women at least is the bar- plain thatto the order means will
have riotic American song, every person in
them, as they
Claimant names as witnesses: Cris- oness's sable coat. It cost $25,000 in hardship
HARRY D. MOULTON,
to pay the expenses of guides. Every the audience was charmed with the
Attorney-at-Law- .
tobal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin Paris.
blind person in the Vnited States is musical feast given by this little com-- !
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Specialty
Regi tei fur sets from the most famous markets to my husband, Harold Remsen, $5, Deen here before was the reason for
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of the world.
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will
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Practice in the Courts and before Sanchez,
Mrs. Remsen that given at the Elks theater last
who, on March 5, 1909, made Home- the winter in America, although they net estate of $0,5:11.
Land Department.
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a, record vote is predicted.'.

lril

The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's heavy trsatVjf fi little
cough perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not want to sni! lor the
doctor when perhaps the trouble does not amount to much. Finally she thinks of
that medical book her fatiier (Save her, Tho Common Sense Medical Adviser, by
It. V. Pierce, M. D. She says "just the thing to find out what is the matter with
the little dear." Two million households in this country own one and it's to
be had for only 31c. in ete.mpo 1,000 pages in splendid cloth binding.
A good
confidence that their respective par family adviser in any emergency. It is fcr cither sex. This is what many women
"
"
a remedy which has
ties will be successful. The weather write Dr. Pierce in respect to his Favorite Prescription,
made thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful and happy, by curing
is warm and cloudy.
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health end strength.
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 5. The vote
"My deslro is to write a few linos to let. ron know wh.
in El Paso is light, the weather
is
valuable medicine has done.' for iiie." writes Mrs,
your
The local democratic county
good.
Makgaiskt Zvkuekt. of 3:.'3 8. Hontnlon Street, Baltimore,
Tild. "Before the storok came to our liou.-:- I was a very sick
ticket is without opposition, hence
woman. 1 wrote yon for advice which w.is khidlv given and
the lack of interest.
which made tun a different wonuin in a short time. After
A feature of the vote will be the ',
taking the firt bottle of 'Favorite Prescription' I began
so Unit I.hur.liy knew Iwas In such a condition.
.improving
good showing of Roosevelt, but El
T 'MA
Jlriiwmvin-L- AnL-jnr
watlnnff anrl
m'
Paso will be overwhelmingly rtemo-;.sjew.iuif. (and the worst, of all nursed three cln'l Iren who had
rmv
will
thiiM.
cratic. Tal't
wiiuopnin couitn. x miruiv Knew oi mo advent ten minutes'
was It..
before
in a fnt ns a butter-hulheav-- f
Trinidad,' Colo., Nov.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the best medicine for
iest Vote 'in' the history of Las Ani-- j
any woman to take when lit this'SoiiJIuLiii." IfrnTsrirmeiH it
.
Kits. ZiraratT and Bare, to ajl,,niy friends."
mas county is "being polled today.
i

1J

is

SIR TOM TOM TALKS AMERICAN CUP RACE WITH MRS. GIBSON
r

j.

I

'I

HE EXPECTS NEW YORK YACHT CLUB TO AGREE
bachelor at you, If you are a woman,
and he docs it with the erace and ease
1 nave discovered a very important, j of
long practice in much thsame way
red scarf
'secret' Ip conneclign wjthitfie Amrl: tljat a picadore shakofe
iu llle liull ring and he has tlitsarrio
xan cud
devil may1- - care vvl-"vanh-i
"i,itZ ,, ... ti, "v
'
'
smilS as he does it.
club patriotically avoids another race
wnh gir Thomns on hls present
lor the famous cup because it wants trip is Colonel Duncan Neill, one of
to discourage international marriages. the best known yachtmen in England,
That's it, international marriages. who Sir Thomas says, as his white
mustache raises in a quizzical smile,
Jlecause the members know that if "is a bachelor like
myself." Then he
Sir Thomas Upton lifts the cup he adds in an aside: "He has come over
will immediately turn his attention to here thinking that he will find a wife
linding a wife and as he is one of the in America."
"But who doesn't stand a dog's
most eligible bachelors in Great
Britain he is sure to be gobbled up by chance," interrupts Colonel Neill, "as
an American girl.
long as Sir Thomas is by."
But I was determined to have Sir
It was Sir Thomas himself who, in
effect, tipped me off to the secret. 1 Tom talk about America's cup and
wanted to see for myself what kind another race and finally he said:
of person this great Knglish-Iris"Yachting is at a pretty low ebb in
yachtman was and so I stepped right England just now because of the pas- in on him while he was terribly busy sion with which the English have
having a good time at Chicago and be- taken up motoring. Our beautiful

j

SIR THOMAS AS A WOMAN SEES HIM.

(By Ida McGlone Gibson.)
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A WOMAN'S WISDOM.

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 5. Voting in the early hours this morning
was extremely light. This condition
Is due in large measure to the fact
that no local officers or issues are
involved.
democratic
Republican,
and progressive managers all profess

-.

,

.

Trinidad h&C cast 1C00 votes with in-- ,
dications it will be doubled. Weath-- ! Fine
will close at 4 this afternoon.
weather.
It is
er ideal. Via fusion of the pro-estimatedthat the state vote will exRHODE
ISLAND.
counon
the
democrats
and
gressives
Clear. Indications of a large vote. ceed a million.
has ,V
ty and third judicial districts
OHIO.
UTAH.
made the : :xl republican majority
Toledo
Polls open at 7; fair weather indiwill have a heavy vote In the
doubtful. No trouble is reported.
industrial precincts.
cates heavy vote.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 5.
KANSAS.
WYOMING.
Four hundred out of registered vote
Clondv enrlv tnHnv hut n rvnnrrt
Indications of clear weather by
ot wuu voters naa cast oanois up 10 vote js
expected
noon.
1 o'clock.
Int. rest not. extraordinary,
KENTUCKY.
NEW MEXICO.
In West Las Vegas voting is lighter,!
Early voters went to the polls in a . Ideal weather gives prospects of a
.
'population largely
drizzling rain. Women voting for first record vote.
Roswell, N. M., Nov. a The polling timo on school question.
ARIZONA.
12
to
of 1000 voles in Roswell up
TEXAS.
Clear weather brought out a large
of
the
,
half
3
is
vote
that
sho.
fully
with
o'clock,
the
Light
expected
early vote.
county's 2900 votes were in by noon, usual democratic majorities.
DELAWARE.
ARKANSAS.
The total vote will exceed all records,
Rush at polls at the opening. Clear.
Indications light vote. Democratic
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 5. Wo-- j
men turned out by the hundred thou-- ! success sure.
Twinges of rheumatism, backache,
LOUISIANA.
Biiiuls today to decide whether CaliforRace is between Taft and Roosevelt stiff joints and shooting pains all show
nia should register itself as a Wilson
your kidneys are no.t working right.
and Marshall or Roosevelt and John- tickets for second place,
.
OKLAHOMA.
Urinary irregularities, loss of sleep, ,
son state.
Showers in the central'
F&ir weather helped party workers nervousness, weak back and sore kid- - j
and heavv rains in the northern counSt-ou- t
the vote.
j neys tell the need of a good reliable
ties, were' ejected to cut down the
MISSISSIPPI.
kidney medicine- - Foley Kidney Pills
vote, which, nevertheless began with ' Tt is
predicted that a hundred thou- are tonic, strengthening and restor-every indication tnat it wouia ne me sand democratic
ballots will be cast. ative. They build up the kidneys and ;
heaviest evr cast in the state.
" regulate their action. They will give
TENNESSEE.
In the southern counties, where :
indicated a heavy you quick relief and contain no habit
Early
balloting
was
greatest,
strength
progressive
vote. The gubernatorial race is over- - forming drugs. Safe and
always sure,
clear weather ruled. Los Angeles was
shadowing other contests.
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
conceded to the progressives.
SOUTH CAROLINA.
In the early hours in San Francisco,
vote.
j uooa
early
votwere
made
n
two
by'
quests
only
FLORIDA.
do
who
ers for list;, of Taft electors
Perfect weather. A big vote is an'
not appear on the ballot.
ticipated.
1

j

Spanish-American-

j

'

j

'
'

gan asking about his campaign for an- country and its splendid roads are
other great international yacht race. always smiling an invitation.
Now here's Sir Thomas Lipton. He's
"Germany on tne other hand has
suave and dehonnair. His face is tan- forged ahead in the same degree that
ned, the skin ruddy and he has the England has fallen behind. This is
"sailor man's" direct gaze. His mus- because of the unflagging interest of
tache is white and carefully waxed. the emperor, who at Kiel last year
He has peculiar triangular eyebrows personally
raced his yacht
the
and just below his lower lip is another .Meteor for ten days straight, and who
triangular tuft of hair that looks just was most gracious in his welcome to
like as if sometimes, one of the eye- each of the owners of the 120 racing
brows had carelessly dropped down, boats entered. Each evening during
stopped just above his chin and stuck the races the emperor of Germany
there.
could be seen sitting at a table in one
"I have only two regrets in life," Sir of the beer gardens making friends for
Tom said to me, as a twinkle bobbed yachting and incidentally for his
out of the tails of his eyes. "One is navy."
that I have never married and the
Sir Tom said he thought America
other is that I have never beef) &Wp to the greatest sporting country on earth
carry the queen's cup pack a Eng- and commented on the fact that we
..
land. .
have captured the most international
'Tiu see that I would not want to trophies. He says, - however, that
mortify my wife by drinking out of "nothing will give the impetus to
a saucer and how can I do otherwise yachting that it should have, both in
the United States and in England, as
GIBSON AND SIR
if I cannot lift the cup."
OF IDA H McULOXE
SNAPSHOP PHOTOGRAPH
Sir Thomas being an Irishman ia will another contest between them for
THOMAS LIPTON.
not above a pun. a bit of blarny or the most Coveted trophy in the world,
Whatever may be the chances for
a race while he is over here he anstretching the truth a wee bit to make the American cup."
cerI think that Sir Thomas believes swered, "Yes, I think so," and then money in American waters, he
bis point.
No
in
American
society.
it
he
gets
tainly
before
if
official,
be
Between you and me,
the truth
that
long the New York Yacht for fear I might think that
is
"to
shores
these
comes
who
man
told, he deems his greatest success in club will come down off its high horse added: "It seems to be in the air and
life his ability to keep out of the mat- and change the rules so that a race I certainly would like a run for my feted and lionieed, more by American
women, from matrons to debutantes,
can be held. When I asked him if he money."
rimonial noose.
He fairly flings the fact that he is a thought he would be able to arrange Sir Thomas getting a run for his than this genial Irishman.
L

-

-

-
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Sky overcast at Omaha.. A heavy
vote in th' state is predicted.
SOUTH DAKOTA.
Fair weather. Polls open 8 to
A heavy vote is being cast.
IOWA.

GEORGIA.

Although state 4!jronSded to
son, a big vote is expected.
MARYLAND.

Rush at polls early; interest keen.
Fair
MISSOURI.

Heavy vote cast at Des Jloines.
Clear. Early heavy vote.
Clear weuther. Polls close at 7 vote is predicted.

o'clock.

A heavy

Cloudy, cool weather.
of a heavy vote, especially

--

i:

NORTH DAKOTA.

OHIO.

Wil-

Despite snow early today a big vote
Indications is expected. Polls close at 5.
in
Cincin-

nati.

'

and Solid

Comfort

VIRGINIA.

Fair sized vote.
MICHIGAN.
1
NEW JERSEY.
'
"Many voters in line when the polls
Heavy vote.
Dr. A. Reed
Clear.
opened.
j
CALIFORNIA.
Cushion Shoes give
WITH MASSACHUSETTS
AS CRI- Taft took the full alloted five minutes voters.
INDIANA.
Overcast sky and light rain greet- ith splen-voteBrighton, Colo., fsov. 5you better service than
TERION, ALL SIGNS POINT
when he voted shortly after noon. He
Overcast skies does not. deter vot ed early voters. A heavy vote is, pre- a
and
general
cUd
conditions
weather
TO TAFT'S DEFEAT.
any shoe you can buy. Not
line early. 'Indica- dieted.
were
ers.
in
each of the separate six ballots,
Many
the
because they are made of bet
are for a heavy vote.
five of which are devoted to local af- interest in candidates and issues,
'
LIKE HIM
OREGON.
will be tions
Adams
county
vote
throughout
from
ter materials than most good
the
PENNSYLVANIA.
(Continued
page one).
polling
fairs. Before visiting
Rain
but
leaders
today,
predicted
shoes, but because the soft,
the president visited with a exceptionally large today.
Heavy voting in Philadelphia. Clear. 73 per cent vote.
Los Angeles, Calif.,- Nov. - 6, Ad spoke of his difficulty in finding the' place,
T... Colo., Nov. 5 About Polls close at i o'clock.
fibre, cushion insole absorbs the
of Cincinnati friends, includWalsenburg,
number
MONTANA.
of
wired
Wolgast
democratic presidential electors.
Manager McCarey
been pollWEST VIRGINIA.
jar and lessens the grinding of the
ing Congressman Nicholas Longworth, 50 per cent of the vote had
Weather clear and cool with indicathe Vernon club today that he would
"They are buried down at the botVoting brisk at opening. Weather tion that more than 90,000 votes will
of Colonel Roosevelt. Presi- ed at noon in the Walsenburg presole and heel on hard walks and
be in.. Los Angeles Sunday to talk tom of the sheet somewhere," he said dent Taft was cheered as he drove cincts of Huerfano county, and there ideal.
'
rough pavements. With the added
be cast.
business. McCarey will endeavor to plaintively.
..
WISCONSIN.
of his way to vote. was a large percentage of straight bal
streets
the
wear
through
NEW
YORK.
you also get absolute foot
t
match the winner of the
Rush to polls at Milwaukee at the
JOHNSON DIDN'T VOTE.
lets with not much voting on the
comfort.
MARSH LL VOTED IT STRAIGHT.
is
In
vote
Record
on
cool
expected
with
weather.
the
5.
GoverClear,
opening.
fight
Thanksgiving
Sacramento, Calif., Nov.
amendments.
It is a monev-s- a vine, ache-s- a vine shoe
City and state. Polls in that
MINNESOTA.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 5. "I supnor Hiram W. Johnson, progressive
champion, for a ten round fight.
Nov. 5 More than
Colo.,
Come in and look at the many styles.
Durango,
close at 5.
ticket,
the
voted
city
straight
Paul
St.
at
but
the
Cloudy
In his telegram
early,
did not pose you
YTolgast candidate for
today
mornan average number voted in the
'
CONNECTICUT.
are
for
clear
weather
later
prospects
said: "I had no trouble with Mandot vote today. Absent from his state, governor?"
but there has been no ex- in the
Indian summer weather indicated
day. Interest chiefly In presiGovernor ing hours,
"I sure did," replied
but they don't seem to like my style on a campaign tour of the east, he
citement.
.;; '
dential contest. Polls close at 9.
heavy vote.
down here."
Illideliberately sacrificed his vote to keep Thomas R. Marshall, democratic can
Nov. .".Throughout
Chicago,
NORTH CAROLINA.
COLORADO.
didate for
just after nois fine weather and a heavy vote
up the fight to the last.
Bitter
fight indicatHeavy vote in cities with" clear
JUass., Nov. 5. Norwell he had cast his ballot.
Boston,
rule.
withstanding
the
formed
RUGBY
weather. The indications are for a ed heavy vote.
voted as follows.
Roosevelt, 104;
The governor was accompanied by the sharpness of the fight, no disorNEVADA.
Taft, 97; AVilson, 7S. In 190S: Bryan, Meredith Nicholson, the author, to the der had been reported anywhere in heavy rural vote. Polls close at 7.
skies
Overcast
forecast a light vote.
MASSACHUSETTS.
1G4.
Taft,
the state up to noon.
polls.
WASHINGTON.
Rush
COIN
at
DAYS 40; TAFT
of
Vote
half
early.
polls
CARRIES ACUSHNET.
Ballot splitting developed to an ex- million
TWO SHOT IN KENTUCKY.
Rain deterred early voters. Large
expected. Weather clear.
So
extent in Chicago.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 5. Taft carried
traordinary
.
men
5.
Two
balloting expected.
Nov.
MAINE.
Ky.,
Lexington,
5.
at
Nov.
that
case
Califorwas
the
this
many
Berkeley, Calif.,
Acushnet, the first town in the United were killed as a result of quarrels at much
ILLINOIS. ,,
vote
Record
s
votof
the
Ballotting
expected.
nollins: places
nia field, it is estimated will hold States heard from today.' The vote
Indications for a record vote with
election booths in Kentucky today. In ers
'
voting machines and in-- ! on electors only. Weather good.
22,530 persons next Saturday after was; Roosevelt, 50; Taft, 104; AVil- - Lee
Constable Thomas Camp- sistedrejected
clear warm weather. In Chicago, the
county,
VERMONT.
eas
as
on
ballots
52
being
who
will
paper
see
to
the
son,
noon,
pay
bell was killed and John and James
Small vote for electors in prospect. polls opened at six this morning and
ier and safer to change from straight
In 1908, Acushnet gave Bryan, 12;! Caudill were arrested
annual Rugby game between Stancharged with tickets.
ford and the University of California. Taft, IIS.
having shot him. In Anderson county
New Haven, Nov. 5. Two socialist
The demand for any sort of admisFor governor, Walker, (republican), Green Bowen was killed by County
sion has already far outran the sup-Pl- carried Acushnet by 95 votes to 37 for Magistrate Hardin Satterlee, it j8 candidates for the legislature were ar
rested at Bristol cnargea wun vioBird, (progressive), and 3S for Foss, charged.
tXB.ruHinu
the corrupt practices act, which
lating
tCMPRESbM UNDER
Wm. W. Hill, a member of the vis- (democrat).
Estes Park, Colo., Nov. 5. The to- forbids distribution
literacertain
of
TOES
Vote in 1911: Foss, 25; Frothing-ham- , tal registration of this precinct is ture at
iting Australian team and secretary
CUSHION SUPPORTS
ATaf
polling places.
4'COKutr.ojntiLuw fuas
of the New South Wales Rugby union
(republican), 88. Acushnet is a 287. The weather is warm and clear.
White River Junction, Vt., Nov. 5.
will referee the game.
small town adjoining New Bedford.
Grand Junction, Colo., Nov. 5. The Vermont was
in the billing and tabulating typewriter is attained
regarded as a doubtful
THE FOLKS CHEERED T. R.
weather opened here this morning state
as
of
because
uncertainty
today
the
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Nov. 5. Colonel cloudy, but within an hour the sun to the size of the progressive vote,
Boulder, Colo., Nov. 5. The wather
is clear and consequently a heavy Roosevelt arrived at the polling place was shining. The voters got out The balloting was much heavier than
vote is looked for. Balloting began in a fire truck house at 12:05 this
early all over the county and it is expected.
j ernoon and a few minutes later had
expected fully 90. per cent of the votElgin, III., Nov. 5. The voting hi
e
e
.
cast his ballot. Seven neighbors ac-- ers will cast their ballots before 5 El?;in
was so heavy today that the
KEEP THE CHILDREN'S
companied him and he waited twenty o'clock this afternoon.
of
in
the
several
of
judges
charge
WILLIH FA1AH EMIL MIGNARDOT
BOWELS CLEAN NOW. minutes until each of them had voted
Fort Collins, Colo., Nov. 5. With
had to secure extra boxes.
before returning to Sagamore Hill. fine, clear weather prevailing, the precincts
In some instances it was
This single key sets the
While in the polling place a flash- leaders of the political parties in this to obtain additional ballot impossible
If Tongue Is Coated, Stomach Sour,
boxes and
Decimal
labulator stops
Breath Feverish, Bowels Clogged
light was taken as Colonel Roosevelt county, predict the heaviest vote ev- - as a result the sugar barrels, with
for every variety of billing,
Give "Syrup of Figs."
dropped his ballot In the box and the er cast. The registration was 11,000. holes cut in the cover, were used.
form and tabular work.
Children dearly love to take deli- crowd cheered.
The voting began early and the vot- weather
Denver Kov 5.perfect
You simolv move
cious "Syrup of Figs" and nothing
A crowd of villagers waited for an ers all over the county are turning
and a bitter three.Cornered contest
to the desired
else cleanses and regulates their ten- hour in front of the truck house for out well.
carriage
'
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
jas incentives, Denver is casting a
on the paper and at
der little stomachs, liver and 30 feet of Colonel Roosevelt. As his automobile
points
5.
Lemp's Beer will kill your
The weather heavy vote today. Numerous polls
Boulder, Colo., Nov.
bowels so promptly and thoroughly.
each point strike the set key- rounded the corner, the people set up is clear and warm. It is believed the taken by newspapers and political
are
Children get bilious and constipated a
that is all. Hand settings
cheer. The colonel doffed the vote in Greeley will be 90 per cent, managers show widely varying
A Ulass of California Wine will
Then they get
avoided: all complications areeli
just like grown-ups- .
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he
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a
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a
Roosevelt
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sick, the tongue is coated, stomach when he is at
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of
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the
simple
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are more willing to tell their prefIrritable and don't want to play. Lis- - James A. .Moss, nis butler; Kalpn began falling
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here at o o clock ..-ie- rs erenceTabulator itself.
Voting is slow, on account of
n nv,r
ten Mothers for your child's sake Amos, another house servant, and '""'""'6' "uv
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
The Set Key completes the work
ithe complication of the ballot, and it
don't force the little one to swallow Charles Lee, the coachman, all
he ground, and at S o clock this morn- of bringing every act in the operacastor oil, violent calomel groes; Arthur Merrian, his chauf-o- r ing the sky cleared and the sun came ,g predicted that many wll, be unaWeA
tion of the Tabulator within the
itQ VQte before the poUa close
IMPORTED
harsh irritants like Cathartic pills. feur, and Howard Browne, William outof the keyboard. It makes
large amount of scratching is reported
compass
and DOMESTIC
Teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs will have Bailey and William Carl, farm hands.
Cripple Creek, Colo., Nov. 5. The and this, together with the numerous
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throughout
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LADIES

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
13. Prince
are
'Sir. and
Mrs. Y
here from Espanola.
Mrs. Thomas T. Taber of Mount-cialr- ,
X. J., is a sightseer in town.
M. .1. Seaton, the well known
City salesman, is here on business.
William H. Moxon of "Polly of the
Circus" company is here in the inter-- j
es.t of that excellent company which
will be seen again in Santa Fe ere
Ions.
Mounted Policeman .1. H. McHughes
ol CrrrilloB is in the city.
Prof. J. A.- Wood left this afternoon
with other teachers for Albuquerque
to attend the Educational association
and to look after the interests of the
National Manual Training corporation
for which firm he is agent for New
Mexico. He Is not connected in any
way with the Santa Fe Business Col-- j

!

THE FINEST LINE OF

LADIES' SUITINGS and DRESS GOODS
FE.
Let us show you the beautiful Broadcloth .Suitings in the;
new colors. " You will find' them pleasing,
and they work up handsomely, v
EVER SHOWN IN SANTA

TWILLS

lege.

in colors to work up with anything.

In

A coincidence, pathetic
as it was
striking, occurred in Abilene, Kansas,
and has brought sadness to several
Santa Feans.
Some weeks ago word was received
here that the wife of Dr. Harry Mera,
brother of Dr. F. E. Mera, head of
was ill with
Sunmount sanitarium,
pneumonia. She died after a brief
illness. Now the news is received of
the death of the mother of Drs. Harry
and F. R. Mera, who had gone from
Detroit, Mich., to Abilene, Kansas, to
nurse Mrs. Harry Mera, her daughter-in-law- .
While trying to save her
daughter-in-law- ,
Mrs. Mera took cold
and died of the same disease, of the
fatal pneumonia.

FACE COATINGS

DOUBLE

many new shades and styles.

And above all the

strictly swel

one-pri-

ce

DRESSES FOR AFTERNOON and EVENING

WEAR

COMPANY

SFI IRMAfy RR

WW I

II

&

ROD! LADIES!
Correct Styles

THROWN
D!E
HIS

DR.

PECOS RANCHMAN
HORSE

BY

MASSIE

III

AT

FOR THE NEXT 10 DAYS.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Regular $18 and $20 Values on

IS

RUSHES

TO

'

Sale, Only $14.95.

125 Palace Ave.

MAY

AND

AID

f

am;

m. m

,'Ei'.

in1

mm,

:ir in

JULJUS h

m

TAILuRS TO

M

WOMEN;

Steva Arnold, well known breeder's
0f fine horses and a rancher on IhW B
peCos, was thrown from a horse early jj
this morning and probably fatally in- - H

FIT AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED
jured according to n telephone nies-- i
sage to C. C. Closson, sheriff of Santa S Afternoon and
Evening Gowns
Fe county, received today. Sheriff g
Our
Garments Made
Specially.
Closson notified; Dr. Mussie that the B
Arnold's desired him to come at once 5 From Ifoor Own Materials When
tc the Pecos ranch and he left imme- Desired.
diately in an automobile. It is not! 2
known where Mr. Arnold's injuries vz.
Designs, Samples and Meaare but Sheriff Closson was told that
he was unconscious and apparently M surement Blanks YFurnished
2 or East
on requet. Box
was fatally hurt.
Side PlazaA THUMB JERKED OFF.
Sheriff C. C. Closson was notified to- THE W. H. 00E6EL CO.
(!il' that a cowboy on his Cow Creek
M
m mmcmi in; in;: mm.
ranch, Isidro Roberta by name, had a
thumb jerked off while roping a steer
wwv
yesterday. He )s beitii? brought here
for medical attention.
School of Dancing & Deportment
Mrs. Test's Classes in Fireman's Hall
THIEVES HAD
i 'hiinrn's eiii
DHtrutw Snt Oct. 2ft, 2 p.m.
4
m

in

ADOLF

NAVV

GOODS

GO.

SPECIAL ALL SILK TIES, NEW PATTERNS, 25c.
San Francisco Street, Phone

81.

-

!'.

I

INSURE

WITH WAYWARD

AD

REST CONTENT.

Place of one to five acres,
in or near Santa Fe. We
have a purchaser for sucfTa tract'at reasonable
price. List with

WANTED

VARDSip
!

CAPITAL $30,00000

DRY

Guaranteed for Service and Satisfaction. New
Patterns in Oray, Tan and Brown Mixtures.
Pull Line of Blue Serges to Select from

School Matinee Hut. Oct. M, p.
Auult class, 1 riuuy, uv. 1st, b to v p. ui
Kridav. Nov 1st, to H.ilOp. in
rivate Wessons, i- ancy uaiicinx i uugnt-

Chicago, III., Nov, 5. A carload of
naval supplies Bald by the police to-- DYNAMITE CS
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 5. Gladys
been stolen from the .Mare Isl-- i
FOUND UNDER
nold, an IS year-olnurse girl, wasjand navy yard at San Francisco, val-arrested today and charged with hav- - ued at about $15,000 was seized by!
NEW CHURCH
ing set fire last Friday night to the fwiDni ,thnritiQ in ti,
ft,i
and Quincy railroad yards'; Racine, Wis., Nov. 5. A policeman
.rirlH-Mngtoearly today discovered a three pound
lice she confessed she started the fire
The supplies were taken on a writ package of dynamite under one cor"tor the love of excitement." " Her
arrest followed the discovery of a fire issued by United States Judge Kene-;l- ner of the Holland reformed chrrch,
the Widemore hotel early today, '"aw M. Landis. The car was billed now in course of construct ion. Trie
Her emolover. the Rev. V. . I William. to a smeltine and relininsr comnanv fuse had been lighted, the end beinj;
ison, had moved his family and the with a plant here. Government in- - charred, but evidently the spark wis
the
before reaching
girl to the Widemore after the Berlin vestigators said there had existed a extinguished
hotel was destroyed.
band of thieves which has been rob- - caps. No reason for the attempt d
The girl, according to the police, bing United States naval yards of dynamiting can be ascribed,
said she fired the Berlin hotel by scat-- j supplies.
1 A9 THI
tering paper through the halls of!
AT
W
ilnnra onH i crn it.
thu aornnr) ! ,wt t h !
II
BABIfiS
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STUCK TO
them.
MAN
ing
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Mens Suits and Overcoats
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FIRE TO HOTEL
BURNING THREE

TRUST CO.

Suits and Overcoats on Sale

In

MILLINERY

INJURE
WELL KNOWN

$14.95 HalL! $14.95

Find the

You Will

VERY BADLY

A NURSE SET

UNITED STATES BANK

A

,

FINE ENGLISH WHIP CORDS
AND THE TWO TONE

STEVE
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Does a General Banking Business

InL

Your Patronage Solicited

JOSEPH

n

B.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

I

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.

n

It

B.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

LAII6HLM, President.
3. B. LAMY,

1

'

t.

j

MONEY TO LOAN
ON

FIRST-CLAS-

LIKE OOGS (N

HOW

REAL ESTATE

S

Her Health

O. C. WATSON & CO. J
Phone, Red 189.
:

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

WON

Los Angeles, Calif., Nov.

in Los Angeles

5-

- "Babies

are

being given away,
or bought and sold like so many puppy
does." declared nr. K. M. Pmvprn cltv
Back! health officer today, who said

and

Strength
Use
The
of Cardui.
Again by

SURETY BONDS.

119 San Francisco St.,

ONE
WOMAN

Fire, Life, Accident and Plate Glass Insurance.

DEMOCRACY

CALIFORNIA
Pottsville, Pa., Nov. 5. Anthony H.
Edelberger, 102 years old, today cast
his twentieth ballot for a president of
the United States. He was taken to
.
the polling place ... .. n 1, ir!no
.

new!?

laws regulating the adoption or
fer of children were absolutely nece
sary. "It would be impossible to say
how many babies vanish each year,
leaving no clue to their fate. Many
babies are taken for 'adoption' by peo-o- t
who do not leave their correct
identity and of whom we can find no
trace. A few babies, of ourse, find
good homes, but there are a great
many whose fate is entirely different."

!lelpedt

int

e

trans-- ;

ZlJ ZlT

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

Are Showing This Week
A

Complete Line of

Parlor Suits, Sofasgand
Rocking Chairs.,6
Everything in the Furniture Line

TESTIFY
AT

ETTOR

TRIAL.

UNDERTAKING A
Tampa, Fla. In & letter from this
,raaa Vnv KA E.r0UD of'
city, Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
n,m
workers and members
children;
all weakened and worn out with wothe jawrence strike committee, tes-plmanly troubles. My husband brought
tifled at tne Ettor trial today. The
me some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
the first day, it seemed to help,
jurors waived their right to go to the
I had almost lost my reason, but,
pons an(j vote in order that the trial
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
mieht oroceed.
felt and looked like a new "voman. I
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
Fred Morgan, secretary of the EngI
think the remedy Is wonderful.
LINE of
Workers
of
Industrial
the
branch
ilish
recommend it to my friends, for I have
of the World at Lawrence, declared
received great benefit from it."
PLATED
he heard Ettor say in a speech to the
Cardui acts specifically on the weak- - ALIENISTS TO PASS
k
is
This
Grade
the Highest
Plated Ware on the Market, and
ened womanly organs, strengthening
strikers: "When you go on the streets
UPON THE SANITV
the muscles and nerves, and building
we carry two desirable patterns, the
land to the picket lines, put your hands a
them up to health.
OFSCHRANK in your pockets and sing."
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'. SBOQUET.
ner
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
vous system and relieves the effects of
San FrnciscoJ
Milwaukee. Wis.. Nov. 5. John WHOLE FAMILY ASPHYXIATED.
overwork, both mental and physical.
Reliable Jeweler
Toledo, Ohio, Nov. 3. A family of ft
Stiiet- Fifty years' successful use fully- Schrank, who attempted to assassi-prove the merit of this purely vege- jnate Colonel Roosevelt, was arraign-- ! five was found dead from asphyxiation
table, tonic remedy for women.
' t,leir llome llere at lloon toda'- The
In every community, there live soma ed in municipal court to enter a plea
are: George W. Hassen, 24 years
Thurs-!deanot
or
of guilty
Who have been benefited by Cardui.
guilty, either
automobile tester; his wife, 22
an
old,
The beneficial effects of this time day or Friday, according to an an.j
tested woman's remedy, soon show jnouncement made at the district at- - years old, and their three children,
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
bodle8
M Jn their n
themselves in many different ways.
torney s office today. As soon as his cotheSi the man jn a kneelin(S po8ltion
Try it.
.. 0 hMb nt iho . H Th
;plea is entered, a commission of
vnllnRt
11J
in the mother's
cn,id was clasped
ftooga Medicine Co., ChattanooBa, Tenn., for Special
"Home
in
Treatmeal
book,
jnrtrnction, and
by the county to make a formal
arms. The fumes came from the
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
tor Women," tent. in plain wrapper on reaoest.
quiry into Schrank's mental
two stoves.
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"ALAIN" SILVER

MULLIGAN & RISING,
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COLORADO SALOON

Why Wait ?

Family Trade Supplied.

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
H, S.

TAUPERi

I.

Dispensing Optician

KAUNE

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

Do Not Overlook

Quick Returns

8

QUALITY!

NEW MEXICO.

Accurate Work

!

the Quality

well as quantity, the quality
of every article sold by us must be

Just as

right and our guarantee goes with
every purchase. If not right, let us
know and you get your money back.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Can We Do Anything
More Fair!

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer." Prompt Attention and the Eest
of
104 DON

Telephone 9 W

If
use embossed stationery, ou
live paper makes a live town. can you
do no better than place your orWe ere makln a live psper. Read it.
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
WE WILL MAIL YOU $1 strictly up to date.

MONEY SEND BY RETURN MATT.

863

or Expect More?
We have Just unloaded another car

GASPER ST.

A

PHILA.

Can You Really Ask

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices pi id for old Gold. Silver,
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
SMELTING & REFIMNG
ESTABLISHED SO YEARS

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scrap!
and Platinum. KiKbest prices paid.

i

-

Next Door to Postoffice.

E. LAS VEGAS,

WARE

H. C. YONTZ,

1

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

License Nombers,

9

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the. New Mexican Printing
Company.

New Mexican
bring returns.;

of the celebrated Boss Patent Flour.
You know the quality of that brand
is not excelled and equalled by, well
we have yet to see Its equal.

COLORADO WHITE

POTATOES

a full ear, the quality the best. ' Beta couple of sacks in the cellar
while you can get the right quality
and the price is low.

ter get

Larochelle, France, Nov. 5. EighSANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.
REBELS ACTIVE.
teen persons were drowne today by
the sinking of the Spanish steamer
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 5. Rebels to- Arana, from Sfax, Tunis, after a colTIME TABLE ALL
day again destroyed the Mexico lision with the Norwegian steamer
on
the
of
Island
the
Aix,
Northwestern
LOCAL TRAINS
railway at various Eva, off
points below Juarez and dynamited French coast.
two large trestles over a canyon west
The following are the time table
of the city of Chihuahua. The con
of the local railroads:
ALLENS SEEK DELAY.
struction of the road by the Ameri"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Richmond, Va., Nov. 0. Ap- can Company had been nearly comLeave
peals for a new trial for Floyd
8:10 a. m., to connect w.Ui No. S
and Claude Allen, sentenced to be
pleted on promise of federal military
hero Vnvomhpr 9'
officials that the line would be pro- 4? olo
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Patn in in r Drplira Qnnn Va if 1 I It
tected. A provision train was burned
March,
p m.
by rebel spies in Juarez before the X at Hillsville, Va., last
Fire, Life, Accident,
were filed in the Virginia supreme
noses of the federal garrison. The
Lave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
court
1
federal
toaay.
No.
No
destined
for
COnnect with
westbound and
supplies were
eastbound.
garrisons along the Mexican Central
railway.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. in
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
REAL ESTATE
Consumptives Helped by
with No. 7 westboual and Jo. 4
nect
5.
Nov.
Seigfried
Philadelphia, Pa.,
Tuberculosis Medicine eastbound.
Behrens, dean of Philadelphia musiIf Is folly to believe that Consumption
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3o
cians and prominently connected in illlTci's
from every other disease In not
City Property, Farms,
with
many operatic r!) iilti n tr the use of nny mocliriiie for p. m.
past years
n
its
of
For
m.
cou
Ircnlinent.
Ranches, Orchards
nuniher
to
Fe
8:50
Leave
Santa
at
p.
home
yeiirs
here
ventures, died at his
today. mi mormons muss of
voluntary and tlinnk-fn- l nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. Jf
Land Grants, jHtc
He was 72 years old.
tost iinonliils from persons who consider
thnt they owe their lives to Eekmnn's
westbound.
Altera) ive. a medleine for Tiihereiilosls.
hus boon ileeuuuthlllllK.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fs, 11:SC
Purely plenty of
You
time to demonstrate its histinsr
p. m.
X ciin write to nny of them. Herewine.
VOTE IN THE CITY.
is one:
cut-of- f
XiVSi Clraril Ave.. IMilhi..
I'll.
Passengers for the Beien
The vote In the city taken by X
"Cetitlenien : In the winter of UNO I
and Pecos Valley points should now
hurt mi ntr.iek of Orippe.
followed hy
precincts from L':30 to 3 p. m. to- I
Pneumonia miiu Inter hy Consumption.
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
day was as follows; the first col- In the winter of
jn'eiv stenilily worse.
Connection leaves AlUu
Of All
heretofore.
V.uH I hnil ooii"i
nnd
umn of figures showing the vote
fever
swents.
iiiijlit
ruined ,Hiintlties of
stuff querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:2t
SS cast and the second the register- nnd Inter I hnl ninny heinorrliimes; nt
a. m.
one time three in three successive dnys.
ed vote:
Milk nnd enfrs liecutiie so distasteful I
D. & h. G. Ry.
Vote.
jr
Precinct.
Vote,
Telephone 194 W Room
Reg.
eoiih! keep nothing down.
Three physiLeaves 10:05 e. nr. for north.
cians treated me. I was ordered to the
527
3
2f."
mountains, lint did not jro. Kckinan's AlArrive 4:20 p. m. from north
558
4
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
terative was recommended
l,y a friend.
Alter taking a smnll quantity. I had the
NEW iMEXf.O CENTRAL RY
514
17
.174
Hist unlet night's sleep fur weeks. My
Leave 12:45 p. an., connects with SANTA FF
374
- NEW MEXICO
18
.212
Improvement wns marked from the first.
I
No. 4 east and 1 south and west
gained strength mid weight nnd appetite. I never had another hemorrhage and
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
Total . ...92H
my eouph gradually lessened until enIt i
Work for the New Mexican.
tirely Kone. I am perfectly well.
from No. 3 east.
The workers at the polls said
and
Fe
Santa
for
for
sny here can he veritied by my
you,
working
that they do not expect more
family and friends."
new state
(he
AXXE
F.
atti.lavitl
(Sworn
You cannot get up to date printing
than 100 more votes in some of X
Fcltmnn's Alterative Is effective in
Asthinn. Hay Kever: Throat and bossed work. Several lines to make
the precincts, but admitted there
want ads. alway3
New Mexican
I.uuu: Troubles, and in upbuilding the
Si seems to be a falling off in pre- iers taken for en craved and
system, lioes not contuU) poisons, opiates
returns.
bring
or
selection from.
X cinct No. 17, causing them
to
drugs. Ask for booklet
tellincr of
nnd write to Eckinnn
Work for the New Mexican. It is
X redouble efforts to get the voters X Laboratory,recoveries,
Philadelphia, r.i .fnr more eviiu
worniug
nlw:iva
dence.
want
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For
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New
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all
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X
to the polls.
the new state.
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Parmacy,
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The Woman's Club in Santa Fe
will have their club rooms, too. They
!aro evidentlv planning to have things
tin working order verv soon and when
really do get the club machinery
going right, the men would do well
to look to their laurels.
.Inst what Santa Fe ladies can do
nut tr,

i,
r

V

lilt

ItfSUlLS

rn

it is showif

w

ttUUUIil uilBlicu

t.an tri in onv lcnirflia

ill llof
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adornment that the style, may call
or She may wear a ba re on he
Head or a washtub or a round door
mat, if properly flowered up and
orated according to the style books,
but man is not permitted to even wear
whiskers, no matter if the latest style
edict is strong for them.
It was not so in earlier days, when
ii inoncio ""vu lV
those were days when a man had;
some rights and could at least do what
he wanted to with his own face.
Times are changing so fast though,
tnat a man ,joes not inow when he
goes to work m the morning, what the
Btyle is going to he wnen he goes
,)ome to U0Qn hmch H is a swjftiy

M- -

1

made.

of money
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PALACE.

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

F. Kirkendall, City.
Mrs. Thomas T. Taber, Mountelair,

(4)

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

.1.

m

UrrlljIrlL

,l.,..,tu

transfers

1

It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK AlcKANE,
J. B. READ,

A. G. Pollock, Washington.
C. E. Miller, Franklin.
X. E. Dillon, Las Vegas.
T. H. Hole, Jr., Xew York.

('. p. Leibold,
j

Mansfield,

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

Ohio.

EDDY DELQADO,

Joe Xoe, St. Louis.
E. T. Chapin, Detroit.
E. C. Johnson, City.
A. L. Fowler, Chama.
M. J. Seaton, Kansas City.

PROPRIETOR.
OF

MANUFACTURER

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc. ,
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Thp nprnonnel of the next senate presents one of the interesting
next
of present conditions, as on today's election, the complexion of the and
senate will depend. The present senate, since the ouster of Lorimer
MONTEZUMA.
democrats, with three vacancies,
the death of Heyburn, consists of forty-ninA. B. Ferriter, Albuquerque.
of
seat
Colorado Illinois and Idaho. The democrats have already lost one
Jack Klein, Xew York City.
election
Hie "191:: class" owing to the overturn in Maine which insures the
William H. Moxon, Polly of the
hold
that
they
of a republican to succeed Senator Gardner. Thus assuming
Co.
the
from
repuball the remainder of the strength, they must gain six seats
R. Rivera, Albuquerque.
Jose
M
471
HC
or an ausoiuie uiujumij. v. n.c "forty-nine- ,
lienns in order to obtain
William T. Taber, Taos.
,.
. ,,
Will.
nno
.,.
IB
Vlnine.
frnni
j"
whn wi retire next .iurcn luuiifra uic
Lucius F. Wendelstadt, Mountelair,
"
;
as already stated, be succeeded oy a repu..neaii. u
annual meeting x.r.
Thc twenty-sevent,
" J. W. Lemly, Fort Smith.
0f the Xew Mexico Educational Asso- ception or u est irgnuu umi wuni"v
irgiii.a, Ah fcrce in our advancement as a city. ciatjon
will surely elect democratic senators, comprising Georgia
at
V. Kinker, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
at
T.
theater
Kkg
ng
V
e have
M ell, the men ot Santa
bama. Texas. Arkansas, Louisiana, Kentucky. Mississippi, North Laiolina,
C. W. Wright, Denver.
tomorrow n ight with the
'
the
with
ine
all
Tennessee.
rooms-ffrom
club
to
elected
be
ones,
senators
.,..,.,..
Tennessee, South Carolina, two
CORONADO.
While thus holding its own in the already democratic states, the party comforts and conveniences they can
L. C. de Baca, Buckman.
Why not, then, the ladies?
Invocation
must gain six seats from the following possibilities: Colorado, Idaho and; desire.
Juan B. Quintana, Rociada.
n the evolution of social ideas and,
Illinois, two seats each;. Delaware, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan,!
C. A. Foster, Glorieta.
islc
t"e
Rhode
in
views
civic
in
the
Xew
affairs,
Oregon
change
Xew
Jersey,
Hampshire,
QUrtX "Mlllert Pedro R. Sandoval, City.
Minnesota. Montana. .Nebraska.
from
all
in
seats
the
notion
the
that
are
"?aiiiliiK
place
Here
twenty
only
rvooln " bv Katon
Island, South Dakota and Wyoming.
EUROPEAN.
women is at home, and the place for
which to obtain the necessary number to secure a majority of the senate.
F. O'Brien, Durango, Colo.
vdd8S by: r. David Slarr ,ordan
,
Dela-Colorado
to
in
Has
ma
is
he
wants
success
wherever,
to
be,
democratic
favorable
Present prospects appear
L. G. Swinney, Aztec.
stanfora vniveri
There are also possibilities vanished. The notion has become os-- ; I
w Jersey, giving six seats.
rware, Illinois and
ne
Samuel W. West, Albuquerque.
ACtt,n.t
lg,u
de- so
if
is
life
South
Dakota,
and
tablished
Rhode
Island
club
that
in Kansas, Michigan. Xebraska, Oregon,
J. H. McHughes, Cerrillos.
wu
BU
iui umn,
If these states are carried in audition to imp tuners augseaieu me ucmuvia of 1JK,1UUI)
Educators from the city and county
George Davidson, Denver.
not distribute uttaarj
the pleasure nd let the
as against forty-onrepublicans, an actual majojrity
would have fifty-fivI
flddUiona Indies linvp n sharp
Pt rtnniostipitv of Santa Fe left this afternoon for
five
m u .
ovnr
ttlinnld
i.Au
nulv
tu
eprnrp
'
'
'u.u,t,. wnMlH hfi,
tie at
the home fireside, , the readingci to-- ! Albuquerque to attend the New Mex- - CADILLC MAN
;J.. u..,a..
.h.,
11U1U111K
Llic:il
KPHIM
uiv v.....v
ico Educational Association's convenof
TERRIBLY SCALDED.
of
balance
sort
a
,
with Ihe progressive republicans holding
to
jgether evenings, the old music in tion which
While
opens tomorrow.
your own domicile, all relics of a
nnuer in the ability to deadlock that body.
5
Nov.
Cadillac,
While
Mich.,
In this situation the contest for the state legislatures in Colorado, Dela- past age, be continued when the de-- Ule general program does not begin suware, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Xebraska, Xew Jersey, Ore-a sire for the domestic association is until tomorrow night, the school ses-- George Woodruff was repairing an
i engine boiler at the Ann Arbon round- will be
mutual.
ptrintendents will hold their first
gon, Rhode island, South Dakota, West Virginia and Oklahoma
If club life is good for men, so too, sion at 9 a. in. tomorrow.
house today, his wrench slipped as he
The
matter of the keenest interest to political observers on election night.
is for women, I guess.
o
gram is of great interest to Santa Fe was turning the blowoff cock and he
Anyway, in their present plans for county which will likely have fifty fell. The pipe was opened and the
work ahead, for club house building, representatives at the session. This boiler pressure was turned on him.
THE PASSION FOR SERUICE
His right shoulder and his face and
When Theodore Roosevelt refused to quit, but made lus speecn wiui a ror enjoyment ana entnusiasm m;ts tiie program:
chest were literally cooked, but he
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS.
bullet in his breast, the world was thrilled. The incident was thrilling. what they have in view, the Bystander
9 a m
1
Heroism always uplifts. The man who serves in the face of death serves in toasts the Woman's club and wishes
Are tne churches and will live.
abundant success.
two ways by the task he performs and by the example he sets.
Schools Meeting the Needs of Our
But Roosevelt stood on a high place ami set his copy. That same day
Chas. S. Hedge, 140 E. 2nd St. HastChildren'" Supt C C Hill Chaves
,T IS SO PLEASANT.
Discussion' by Superintend- - ings, Xebr.. writes: "I have been
old Jim Flannery, tiS years old, was tending his railway crossing in Syracounty.
,
do not know o anytl,Ing quite so!ents Eckles and Montaner
cuse, X. V. A runaway taxicab struck him. He clung to the machine, was,
troubled with severe pains in my
carried along by it. bruised in hands, back and arms, and saved from death pieasant a8 to go to a musical en-- !
o
..wrtori a.'hnni Up'ilHtir,Ti in back and kidneys and the painB were
. .1..... i
....
.
.... . ..
,....,! .,ii,nr0,i onrrniinriini- - him mwl nffpriiitr hell) and
.
.
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"
in me
i
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the performers are artists, and then er.
conveyance to a hospital.
Sn- - hnve iihpH thi-op
hv
cniintv.
- . ..
(Mirrv
TispiiRsinn
hnraa
...w
r"i..
uu.i.o ui jum r uici
Old Jim Flannery heard a train approacning. DroKe tnrougn me ciowu nave seated back of you some ginks
Kidney Pills and the pains have enwho spend the evening talking, rustl- perintendents Conway and Pack.
in SDite of failing strength, and waved the train through!
3.
Scholar- tirely left me, I now feel as well as
and
"Qualifications
The heroes are not those who get on the first pages in the dispatches! ing paper sacks, chewing candy or
ever. For sale by all druggists.
Rillv Ruehs sacrifice of his hfe in the name of service thrilled the gum or whatever it is, with the artis- - ship of County Superintendents"
JL S- - Swinney, San Juan
world.
Billy gave his lame leg that the surgeons might take its skin forjtie method employed by a cow whenSuptcount. Discussion oy ouperimeiiu FORTUNE TO ESTRANGED WIFE.
liiaftine on the body of a voung girl who was so burneu mat sue must aie chewing lier cud.
were resorted to. "Skin for skin, all that a man hath
it js enjoyable, isn't it?
Good ents Mon,0'a ot' Bernalillo and Galleunless
But Billy Rugh gave up music is such tame stuff that it needs Sos.
will he give for his life." So say the scriptures.
Bloomington, 111., Nov. 5 Effecting
of!
"Legal Powers of the County reconciliation on his death bed a week
his skin, and his life with it for a girl he"1iad never seen. AY ell did he that additional accompaniment
deserve all the tears of admiration the world shed for him.
laughter and conversation in vour Superintendent"
Supt. A. E. Bailey, ago with his wife, who left him
thirty
But in Mason City, Iowa, about the same time, people came forward near neighborhood to properly appre-'Edd- y
county. Discussion by Super-ciat- e years ago and since then has resided
the tone of the voices and in-- ! intendents Tipton and Goebel.
to give great patches of skin for a similar operation there. Their service
W.
at
Cameron,
Va., W. R. Baldwin,
struments on the stage.
2 p. m.
1.
was not so spectacular, but it was inspired by the same altruism.
"Consolidation of Ru- - master in chancery, Logan
.
,
e
county,
wn it.!....
The Queen of Bulgaria is serving in the hospitals in the war in Turkey,
uung, 100, tnat you can always ral Schools" Supt. Culberson, of willed her $40,000,
his entire estate.
.mm ma i.v,
ue assurea or is tne presence of some
as a nurse, and ciaci in a nurses garu. muu.v u uuu
iDlscussion
Roosevelt county
by The will was admitted to probate to- s
and conversationalists Superintendents Cornell and Gumm
his temperature taken, and his wounds dressed by a queen without knowing
ciay.
In
your immediate neighborhood, at
it. She has the divine passion for service.
2
"Reading Circle From a Super-- I
or musical entertain-- !
In spite of the Beckers and Tammanies, the Black Hands, and all the; every concert
intnripnt.R atanflnnint" qnt
SNOW WITH LIGHTNING.
General
things of greed and crime that stare us in the face by day and night, thclment that ever gave a performance
ett o Unto county
e

Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

dec-ithe- v

wnmpn'a Board of Trade in the erec-- j
tion of the pretty library building and
the carrying out of othe improve-- ;
nlents to which they set their hands.
Xow it Beems that the department-- ;
al ciUUi recently established, has tak- e1 the field also, and will endeavor
to end their services to the advance-- '
:eut an(i uplifting of Santa Fe.
moving age.
The Bystander congratulates them
ii
success
aud wishes them abundant
'aim cumnmeu piu&peiuj.
Sr
I
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iinriiiretnnri that
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..u.
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THE NEXT SENATE

VALLEY RANCH, N.
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needs.

t-day

style in the wearing of whiskers, even, sj0n introduced by Rupert F. Asplund
or take the chances of losing his girl Santa Fe.
6.
Business meeting. Election of
tilings are getting to a pretty hard
j officers.
pass.
.
The feminine end of the marriage

THE BYSTANDER

AS

PHONES:

'Organized

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-

New is the

Season NowIOpen for All Kinds of Game, and there Is plenty of It.
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.

.11.25
.$1.50
.

100 Weekly, lx montht

FE
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Growth

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally,
Dally,

BANK

The Oldest Bank in the State.

General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

Charles M. Stauffer

Vice-Preride-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

President

Bronson M. Cutting

$250,COO

L. A. HUGHES,

J. PALEN,
President.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers

The New

5, 1912.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don
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(iaspar Avenue.
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THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

"AMERICAN

NEW MANAGEMENT.

HOTEL.

LEADING COMMERCIAL

European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

-

e

fortv-eiehtian- d

Meals, 50 Cents.

forty-eight-

Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

'

...!,

-

1

The Montezuma Hotel

1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

fl-

.

-

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

.

Rooms en suit with
Steam
Electric
baths.
Heat,
light,
private
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

-

skin-graftin-

How About That Fire Insurance?

mirth-maker-

Crime is loud. Altruism is only occasionally heard.
tin. .iin'B wnrmlli!
vvS;ii

But it is as

They are always there. They do not

uni--

eo so much to

thpntrir-n- i

,CUS,f

norfn,m.noJ

.

Inspection in Our
Schools"-Su- pt.
M. F. Desmarais.
"Blanks for Teachers and Coun- ty Superintendents'
Reports" Mr.
FHadelfo Baca, assistant superintend-sfeke- ,
ent of Public instruction, Santa Fe.
"How the County Superintend-Afte- r
ent Can Help to Introduce Industrial
Education in the Rural Schools"
Mrs. T. B. White, state director
of
industrial education, Santa Fe.
6.
Business meeting. Election of

but the musical entertainment is their!
meat.
It recalls the ladyat the oratorio of!
NEUER BETRAYED A TRUST
At a meeting held in Detroit recently, at which Senator Beveridge the Messiah in Boston, whose clear
old man, un- voice rang out, when a sudden
there was seated among the audience a white-hairestop
noticed during the address, but at its conculsion the center of attraction. came after one of the musical cligentleman stood and proudly maxes, as she told her friend, "I fry
the senator had finished, the white-haireApparently con-- nijne jn jard
waved an American flag amid the cheers of thousands.
sideling his duty finished, the old gentleman left the hall without any of the
People go to musical entertainments
leaders having ascertained his name. It was with some difficulty that he because they love music. They want
was finally located at his home and to the reporter who called he gave to hear it xhe siIy twad(Ue in the
his reasons for being a progressive as follows:
theater can be heard anytime any- - officers
I was
always a republican and I supported the party .loyally, from where, but one can endure it then
CITY
AND TOWN SUPERIN- in v i u neuoiuii yapo.
uuiunu-iuu fnt... r
ine nine
oj. it it grows wearisome one
can
TENDENTS.
I
obeyed the laws and didWaik away. At the concert
that took my bread and butter from nie, but
though
Supt. W. L. Bishop, chairman;
not change. Twice I applied for a pension under the republican admiuis- you've got to miss the music' or
and both times was rejected. I applied a third time when Grover 'ate the nujsance of the concert con. Nancy Hewett, Albuquerque,
Cleveland and the democrats were in power, and this time my request was versationist.
S a. m.
General Tonic: Manual
j 0 not nov: i,1Gl ...1...
granted. Still I did not change, but when the republican party denied
" ,u and Industrial Training.
"" .1
11.
want to emnv hB n sncn, lTot
.1.,
nuowvi'u ui? uuiiiuiuiiuii ai imjiiftu. i
!,.,
"What the State Department
"Roosevelt is a man of the people and he fights for justice for everyone. rj.'P frnm
m.,0i.,i
I have seen and heard much criticism and bitterness directed toward him, cflI1not be
the privilege but Proposes to Do to Encourage This
permitted
but I have never seen his motives soiled. Xo man can truthfully say that he ule
8eems to be established' al-- ' Wol k "Director Mrs. T. B. White,
has ever betrayed the faith of the people."
most uiVersalIy that the concert hal' Santa Fe- soldier 1n'is considered the
About
The last sentence above uttered by Mr. Hugo Beck,
'I
"Suggestions
Begining
talking place '
the Work" Supt. W. B. McFarland.
the German army, but now a hero in the progressive ranks, is a concise;
statement of facts, Mr. Roosevelt has never betrayed the faith of the peo- Silver City.
THOSE WHISKERS.
3' "Initial Cost and Comparative
pie.
If the position taken by a Pittsburgh
lue of This Work" Supt. M. H.
!girl becomes anyway general, the
Brasher.
Xow, to complete the farce of the Taft campaign, they should put Adam npw fashion nf ivo'irimr n'hi'cin.n
"
Bede on the ticket in place of Sherman. His banal jokes, his alleged wit,
Report of Committee on Uniform
Q'
t
his bitter accusation, his domineering methods are all on a par with stand-Course of Study, by the chairman,
Th "
Pittsbure
ref,.HPrt
utterlv
.
Pat methods. He would make a most fitting candidate.
Rufus Meade. E. Las Vegas.
to m
0
j hor avii until lie DUUVtjll U1L Supt.
2 p'
m General Topic:
State
his
and
she
declared
whiskers,
that
, .i
.
..n;...T
tijne oraiuncai iiiunut-- .1.,,,
..t;ni " she loved him. "O so much" trio
i..... imo ur.. iv,..,.i&
a,vh i., pU..uV,
Adoption or High School Books.
ur state Should Not
The man in the case yielded most as-- i
again. It was a rather spectacular storm.
suredly, as man always yields at that Adopt High School Books" V. h.
Clovis; Miss Nancy Hewitt,
stage of the game and that is nnt say-- , GrifRl1'
,,
A Boston litteratuer announces that poetry is born in the stomach. That s
ever
"uco
alter-"c
"ul lela
"6
j
what's the matter with most of the poetry today, then? The author probabl
j
2.
of State Adoption"
"Advantages
uui tti uii uveiiiH rnp r'lTFR.
was suffering from indigestion when composing it.
Dr- - M- - Dburgh man had his whiskers mowed.
Taylor, of State Board,
0- There might be some -- excuse ror!Aztec; SuPt T- - w- - Conway, Raton.
i lie treat uaitie is uvtr.
iui me unit which juu
Ait uu nauaucu
3.
Do Our Laws Require Such
demand , a
city maid- took in it? Every voter and his conscience are having an interview today.; UChfa
State Superintendent
.
anyone who has ever visited Adoption?
n
town, knows Alva.n , 'nite-thXow that politics are practically out of consideration, that coal bill and thf big Pennsylvania
on y t0 we how Iaden 'ith coal
hat shull Be the Superin- soot,
high cost of living are questions that are appearing on the horizon.
a luxurious bunch of whiskers might tendent's Attitude Toward Proposed
n
Supt. John Milne, Albu-thXow that we are entering upon the sporting season, it recalls the fact become, but even then there must be a Adoption?
the lame duck season opens tomorrow. The grist will be a big one. tremendous prejudice against the new :mierque; Supt. J. H. Wagner, Santa
n
style if it is actually going to inter- - Fe.
5. Report of committee on school
"Avoid useless fat," says sapient Dr. Wiley, Why not go farther and fere with marriage. When it comes
to the pass that a man cannot be in reports and uniform blanks.
Discus- avoid uselesB anything.
0

-
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Amarillo, Tex., Nov. 5. A snow- storm and a thunderstorm at the same
time was the weather record of the
Texas Panhandle yesterday.
The ground was covered with sleet
and snow while the electrical display
and thunder continued.
The cold
wave is reported extending over north- west Texas and eastern and south- western New Mexico.
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Statements That May Be Investigated
Testinmony of Santa Fe Citizens.

GENERAL AGENTS

WTien a Santa Pe citizen comes to;
the front, telling his friends and!
neighbors of his experience, you can
rely on his sincerity. The statements
of people residing in far away places

do not command
Home endorsement

roar

confidence.

is the kind that
backs Doan's Kidney Pills. Such testimony is convincing. Investigation
proves it true. Below is a statement
of a Santa Fe resident. No stronger
proof of merit can be had.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The public
'.statement I gave in praise of Doan's
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good.
For four or five years 1 was subject
to attacks of backache, often so se1
vere that I was unable to work.
tried various remedies said to be
cures for such troubles, but nothing,
benefited me until I used Doan's Kid-- i
ney Pills. They promptly proved
their worth and effected a cure which
has been permanent up to the present
time. My experience with Doan's
Kidney Pills has been so gratifying:
that I gladly recommend them.'
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents, Poster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
' Rememoer tee name Doan's and
tLke no other.
n
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The Equitable Surety Company

toler-tratio-

1-

COMPANV
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Then Act

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
co.
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
Ac- TliaHrom KrriAni & fiimrantpf" nrnnratinn of London. England, writia? I.iaeident, Healtb, Employers'
bility, Plate Class and Automobile insurance.'
of st- - Louis- ot Surety

1

FROM
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GENERAL AQENTS.

Tonight at the Elks', The Apache
Renegade made in Santa Fe. Don't
miss it.
WORDS

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

4-
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CAPITAL CITY
BANK BLIXI.

KOOM 21.

HALL & HALL

NEW MEXICO

m

MILITARY

X.

j

Li

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

U

S.

War Department.

Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 8,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout ihu entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA.
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

o For particulars and illustrated cata-

logue, address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N,

Supt.

TUESDAY,

'
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HAIR AND

MAKES

II

A blood cloi had formed
flip hrnin whirh. accordine1 to Dr.
Swcaringin who attended him, will
result fatally unless it passes away
very soon. Mr. Jenkins Had gone out
to feed his horse in the yard when he
fell unconscious, and was carried to
the house where he has since beeii in
a dying condition. C'lovis News.

conscious.

GIRL INJURED BY PRANK.

i

Bowels Get Weak

WANTS

New York, Nov. .". Mischievous
boys late last night slipped up to the
reur ot an Amsterdam avenue street
car and lied a coil of copper wire to
sale- - A Piano. Apply New
ILE
FU - -the rear of step. At t;4tli street a girl The First Necessity is to Keep the1
!.li .ican oliice.
walking across the street unwittingly
Bowels Gently Open With a Mild
Furnished rooms ; nd board,
Laxative-Tonic- .
stepped into the wire loop. She was
Palace
and Lincoln avenues.
pulled from her feet and dragged two
deis
so
old
absolutely
age
Healthy
blocks before the motornian learned of
CORRECT DOPE.
upon the condition of the;
Looks Soft, Fluff, Lustrous
In a Few Moments Your
pendent
FOR SALIC A good milch cow.
A parole signifies that the manage-- : her plight and shut off his power.
bowels that great care should be takAbundant-- - No Falling
.Phono
The girl was unconscious when the er, to see that
or
Bishop's ranch, l'Iii W.
ruent believes you are trustworthy. In
act
The
regularly.
they
sending you out on parole they ask wire noose was removed. Her clothes fact is that as age advances the
FOR RKXT Two nicely furnished
others to believe in you and it be-- .' had been torn off, her hair had been stomach muscks become weak and
'rooms Willi bath. I'll' Agua Fria St.
Surely try a "Danderine Hair purifies and invigorates the scalp, for- comes your duty to see that their con-- pulled out and she was bruised and inactive and the liver does not store
Cleanse" If you wish to Immediately ever stopping itching and falling hair. tidence is not misplaced. The require- - cut from head to foot. Her condition up the juices that are necessary to
luFOR 'Al.lv A splendid tent.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh ments are not at all impossible and' today is serious.
double the beauty of your hair. Just
prompt digestion.
,), ll. Met 'line, 2;:o I'alace Ave.
quire
eatAt
was
be
she
the
can
inSome
identified
obtained by
moisten a cloth with Danderine and showers of rain and sunshine are to he who cannot live up to them is
hospital
help
draw it carefully through your hair, vegetation. It goes right to the roots, deed unfit for freedom while the fel-- 1 as .Miss Kate McDonough, nineteen ing easily digested foods and by
FOR, SALIC two story residence on
plenty of exercise, but this latter is
taking one small strand at a time, invigorates and strengthens them. Its low who wills not to keep his promises years old, of West 07 street.
Palace
avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. U
to
most
Irksome
elderly people.
this will cleanse the hair of dust, exhilarating, stimulating and'
to tlie institution's management ought
W atson Sl Co.
is
ne
a
of
state
tllinS
Mrs. A. Grove, 1145 DalUm Ave.,
certain, that
dirt or any excessive oil In a few
properties cause the hair to never complain of the consequences
suffered eciiRtipation should always be avoided
Wichita, Kas., states: "
(I'.'I BERT.
moments you will be amazed. Your grow abundantly long, strong and oi' a violation. Be square. It pays.
VM.
MR.
FOR RKXT Houses furnished
11 lsi
or
dangerous in life and health.
with kidney trouble, with severe nain:as
hair will be wavy, fluffy and abundant beautiful.
Springer Stockman.
to
M. A. Ortiz,
unfurnished.
'
Apply
The
lo
best
laxaPlnn
and
miid
Idaho,
a
'"ke
tliey
Wilson,
across
mv back and felt
Sandpoint,
You can surely have pretty, soft,
and possess an incomparable softness,
HIGH SCHOOL ORCHESTRA.
in the Court. House.
live as often as is deemed necessary, have Syrup Pepsin constantly
lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and hiBtrous hair, and lots of it, if you
The friends of the Tucumcari High and all tired out. but.. aft
with
But
it
is
house.
.1.- l
r,
t.V,lo,r
sugequal
.
Dillo
f,,..
certainty
23
of
will
cent
a
a
their
shown
j
bottle
School
orchestra have
shimmer of true hair health.
just get
"iuiilj j iuo iui lew uuys, me
FOR SALE National Cash Regof any
A bottle tan be
bought
Besides beautifying the hair, one Knowlton's Danderine from any drug willingness to stand the fare and in- pain left my back and felt full of life
two drawers practically new.
ister
salts
and
be
physics,
pills
avoided,
one
dollar.
or
cents
application of Danderine dissolves store or toilet counter and try it as cidental expenses to make the trip to and activity. Gladlv do I recninmenrt aS they do but temporary good and druggist at fifty
0. C. Watson & Co.
size
cent
the
tn
nil
fifty
Fnlev
.
buy
Pills
.
i,
.
music
usually
for
Kirtnpv
People
furnish
....
and
directed.
Albuquerque
every particle of Dandruff; cleanses,
nuiu jiut r are so
j
to he a shock to a
first, and then, having convinced
the meeting of the New Mexico Teach- - kidney trouble." For sale by ail drug- - delicate harsh as
FI'RXISIIKD ROOM or rooms, modsystem.
themselves of its merits, they buy the
a
ers association, i ins win tie
good gists.
A much better plan, and one
that dollar size which is more economical. ern, near Palace hotel. Call mornthing for all of us. Not only does it
thousands of elderly people are
Any elderly person can follow these! ings. Inquire at New Mexican.
show that the chamber of commerce BOYS SMOTHERED
i8 to tak
a gentle laxative- suggestions with safety and the asi,owinS'
is awake to the advantages of such!
jfg COAL
... T.I
111- ,- n,.
ii...
WAXTK1) - Woman to take charg'
surance of good results.
jjwuuuiiy, uut it la uisu an encourage-- ;
Scrailton Pa Xov. ,i Sitting on a sin. which acts
of dining-roon'i,
,..,
as head waitress. Must
If no member of your family
has
iiit.iiL iu muBt wjiu iiavt uefii wimkiuk
;car of coal this alternoon at Dickson as is possible. in fact, the tendency eer used
Knglish. Coronado Restaurant.
speak
be
to
of
and
late
would1
such
and
you
early
worthy
Pepsin
in
SPUDS.
which
Syrup
CAN RAISE
them
policies have a clause
City, Frank Kacerosky and John of this
is to strengthen the like to make a
personal trial of it be
J. M. Moss has been marketing his is plainly objectionable to gasoline. a trip. Here is to the Tucumcari high Obrensky, 14 years old, were sucked stomach remedy
WAXTKD
TO BUY A cooking
and bowel muscles and so fore buying it the regular way of a
school
even
and
do
it
orchestra,
may
Irish potatoes here this week. The po-- ; The clause says: "The objection to
not
smaller
mem
than six hole and
range
to
act
it
did
.mU.v.UuiC.uuoL,u,m
-a
better
uiiaerraiisi"i
naturally again, druggist, send vour addresspostal
tatoes were fine in quality and large gasoline is having it on the premises." it was than to do a year ago, when or the fuel when the hopper
was when medicines of all kinds can usu- - will do to Dr. W Ii Caldwell, 4I5 in good condition. Address "C" this
all
us
able
of
credit.
one
Guess
of
the
side
that explains
size. Mr. Moss seems to be the potato
.opened. Their bodies were dug out;a)y ue dispensed with.
This is the Washington St., Monticello, 111., and oilice.
Tucumcari News.
grower o this section as he is always view of the forest service, and we
miutes
the car had been opinion of many people of different 'a free sample bottle will be mailed
twenty
after
'
very successful in raising tine pota hope some day to visit Mr. Anderson
5
ages, among them Mr. William Dei-- j you.
FOR RKXT Modern
house,
Results are always guaranteed
Joseph McCaffrey, Vice Pres. for emptied.
toes; this proves that we have a pota- We are not too old to learn, though
lbert- Hoxie, Kan., and Mrs. Pearl or money will be refunded.
rooms and bath, with large yard, new
Nebr. Greeters of American, Omaha,
Adhard
headed.
rather
Alamogordo
to country. Des Moines Swastika.
'
range, line location. Ceo. M. Kinsell,
states: "1 cheerfully recommend Fo- MADE HUSBAND SLEEP
'
l
vertiser.
w.
Phone
WITH DOG.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound as n
A FREAK APPLE.
RAT ATTACKS CHILD
the child's screams for aid rushed
sure
cure
for
and
I
cols.
i
i
o
have
111.,
3
Nov.
coughs
Acker-man,
A.
a
Chicago,
S.
nice
wuni.
II. 1,. Pickering, who has
Shamkin, Pa., Nov. 5. While Rose! into the rooms.
TYPEWRITERS.
IT.
A. Jenkins,
more familiarly used it myself and have recommended
arrested on his wife's complaint Konora, a young child, was
orchard northeast of the city wa3
The rat would nol retreat until Mrs. Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xev
sleeping
it
to
others
who
since
have
me
was
"Doc"
as
of
told
known
stricken
he
that
Gem-mil- l
deserted
Jenkins,
told
a
that
freak
in
her,
apple
her
crib
a
Judge
yesterday showing
today, big rat leaped into Konora hurled a heavy vase at jt. platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
he left home because his wife! the crib and chew ed
was absolutely unique in many ways, with apoplexy this mornmg at seven its great curative power in diseases
her leg and arms when it jumped through a window and plies. Typewriters sold, exchanges
of
the
throat
o
and
For
clock
is
in
a
condition
sale
lungs.
and
flaws
him
to sleep with a Spitz so badly that she was covered
With a double seed end and
by compelled
dying
with escaped
The child is in critical con- - and rented. Standard makes handled.
;
all
is
He
druggists.
dog.
partially paralyzed and tin-placed just right by- nature, the likeblood when the mother, attracted by dition.
All repair work and typewriters guarness to a human face is almost start-
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change.

Roswell Xews.

BALKAN

GOING TO RUN IT.

Captain J. M. Chase, A. A. Kaiser
and ye editor have been appointed
judges of election at this place for
next Tuesday, so Dayton bids fair to
go democratic, with a fairly good vote
s
and very little
for the
for the bull moosers Dayton In-- ;
former.
,
stand-patter-

A

FRISKY

WAR PHOTOGRAPHS

AND REMARKABLE STORY FROM A WOMAN AT THE FRONT.

Santa Fe
Phone 2ol.

MASO'IC.
Montezuma Lodge
Xo. I, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall
at

j

j

7:110.

COLT.
A

LAX R. McCOKD, W. M.

CHAS. E. LIXNEY, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter Xo.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. ni.
CHAS. A. W11EULON,
,'
11. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.

FIRE AT SOCORRO.
Hose Company No. 1 was hurriedly
called out Saturday afternoon to extinguish a blaze at the home of W. D.

Crabtree, that completely destroyed
two tons of hay, which had been un-- ;
loaded in the barnyard not more than
on hour before the alarm was turned
in.
The hose company's chemical
wagon did the first effective work in
smothering the flames, while the reg- ular water apparatus did the rest.
Socorro Chieftain.

-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Dudly Anderson met with an acci- dent that cost him a buggy Monday.
While driving in he Frost neighbor-- J
hood he left a colt to open a gate
and the colt became frightened and
ran away, breaking the buggy so bad
he was unable to bring it home. The
animal ran five miles. Des Moines
Swastika.

4

Santa Fe Conimanuery
Xo. 1, K. T. Regular
conc'ave 'ollrtn Mon- uay in uacn mourn ai
Masonic Hall at 7:30

tjStuA

-- --

p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY,

6-

- vrroxjeiVOCO

jW.

E. C.

E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

j

SHOWN-TIO- X PHOTOGRAPH OF
THE DESTRUCTION OF AVAR GRAPHICALLY
SHELLED AND CAPTURED B Y THE GREEKS.

A

TURKISH FROXTIER

STA- -

SAYS HE'S HARD HEADED.
' '
'
W . .
William Jno. Anderson of the Alamo
Forest Reserve was here Wednesday
EXROLLIXG TURKISH VOLUNTEERS
Mr.
AT
and called on the Advertiser.
CONSTANTINOPLE.
NOTE THE "PATRIOTIC FEZ" WORN BY THE MAN AT THE CORNER
Anderson says that the Advertiser
OF THE TABLE. IT IS INSCRIBED "DEATH OR VICTORY."
"digs" the service once in a wliile,
and that if ye editor will take a vacation and visit him he will convince
us of some things which he believes
PLAIN WOMEN OF THE
A WOMAN WHO LIVES AMONG THEM.
to be in the interest of the small
or
stock man, goat man,
sheep man,
and that the service does not inter-- j Wonderfully Colored Oriental Garb G laddens the Hearts of the Balkan
fere with homesteaders where the
Girls, Who Go to War Like the M en; But' Hard' Worft on Mountain
la w is complied with. We heard a
Sides Make Feminine Beauty Die Early; Their Life as a Prominent
very apt comparison the other day as
English Woman Writes of Them Especially for the Daily New Mexican.
to Forest rangers with gasoline in an
insured building, that is, insurance
(EDITOR'S NOTE Miss Durham young girls, many of the Montenegrins
in the only woman war correspondent are decidedly handsome, but because
of the Balkan battlefields. She is now ot the haivness of the lives they lead,
nursing the wounded Balkan soldiers the exposure to sun and wind, and the
us a Red Cross assistant, and writing fact that they are an eastern race de-- i
her war stories between times. Miss veloping early their good looks seldom
Durham lived in Cetinje, Montenegro, continue after early middle age.
have often seen two women or
during most of the last 12 years, making frequent trips throughout Monte- two girls pulling the roughly made
wooden plow, when oxen were not
negro, Servia and Bulgaria.)
available. The sowing, cultivation,
and harvesting of the maize and other
(By Miss Mary Edith Durham.)
left
Bal-- I crops is largely, if not entirely,
of
"The
Burden
the
of
Author
j
to the women. The Montenegrin wo
TeUs How Sick She Was And
kans," "High Albania" and
men not only are accustomed to kiss
"Through the Land of the
What Saved Her From
the hand of their husbands, but of the
Serb."
guests who may have been received
An Operation.
Fodgoritza, Oct. 23.
into their houses for rest or shelter.
In this struggle to free the Chris-- !
Bulgaria has been called the "Rose
'
'
Three yeara tians of Macedonia from the pitiless Garden
Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
of Europe," and from it comes
ago I was married and went to house iron rule of the .Moslem, the women the greatest proportion of real attar
1
was
ac-I
not
an
are
of
states
the Balkan
keeping.
playing
of roses the almost priceless perfeeling well and tive and a noble part.
fume of the east. The people are less
could hardly drag
TYPES OF BULGARIAN, SERVIAN AND MONTENEGRIN WOMEN, AS PHOTOf! RAPED BY MISS DU It- Montenegrin women are scarcely fiery and untamed than their MonteHAM.
myself along. I had less
hus-j
hardy and stalwart than the
negrin allies, and the women are less
such tired feelings,
hastenwho
sons
brothers
and
less
bands,
handsome.
and
one comes across a charmingly grace- are of a single story. The kiiciien is be. He could in most cases undoubt-generallPnely formed
my back ached, my
also the living: room, and edly afford a more commodious and
sides ached, I had ed to join the colors. Many of them, They have Tartar blood in their veins, ful and pretty young girl, where per
,5
bladder trouble aw living upon the swart mountainsides and their features are flatter. Their haps intermarriage has had the result pigs, fowls and aucks, goats and other comfortable house. But centuries
of
fully bad, and Icould i of tne little kingdom are capable of complexions are inclined to swarthy of obliterating still further the an domestic animals run in and out as oppression from the Turk, constant
noteator sleep. 1 had great teats ot endurance; indeed, I sallowness, and the great majority are cient Tartar facial characteristics.
much at home as the owners. The e.actions and frequent,
headaches, too. and have met women who have walked 30
The peasants dress largely in sheep- father and mother sometimes possess have made him cautious of exhibiting
became almost a ner- or 40 miles a day over mountain
skins, and form very picturesque p bedstead. The children, even when prosperity.
Ivouswreck. My doc passes and through the bare and stony
The land is generally tilled by the
figures as they come down the moun- grown up, have to he content with
tor told me to eo to a hospital. I did defiles to attend the bazaars at Cetin- mats spread upon the floor, of harden-- ' family and owned by the farmer, the
tain paths with their
I
when
not like that idea very well, so,
je, the capital, or the market of picheavily laden wagons of very primi- ed mud. The Bulgarian housewife is women doing their share of the rough
saw your aavercisemeni in a paper,
turesque Cattaro, in the latter case
more than a good one. Tidiness is held in high work. Their dress is picturesque a
tive
construction,, little
.. i
. . i.
wrote to you for advice, and have done as naving to climb nome again four or.
i ,.
r . . ..i
i.i..
mixture of Oriental and European
iiiaue
luui
wuccia, a puic lu esteem.
uugiuy
you told me. I have taken Lydia E. Hve thousand feet up amid the en-- !
and
Women of the higher classes in the styles. Not a few women, however, in
be
which
oxen
can
the
attached,
and
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
vironing hilIs aIong
patn often mtlei
larger towns are often accomplished, the southern districts wear what is
rough boards for sides.
Liver Pills, and now I have my health. more than
The women wear sandals, an em-- and Ujave an intelligence concerning but a slight modification of Turkish
would
only
" If sick and ailing women
Their dress is picturesque and suit- broidered petticoat or underskirt of national affairs which sometimes sur- dress, with wide trousers, a bolero-- '
know enough to take your medicine, they
ed to rough wear. That of the better
material, and an prises the visitor. They are good like bodice, and sometimes an overrough flannel-likwould get relief. " Mrs.BENJ. H. Stans-beroften elaborately embroidered jacket nurses in sickness, and are volunteer- dress or a shawl of bright colors.
Route 6, Box 18, Upper Sandusky, class women consists generally of a
medium long skirt of grayish or yelof many colors reaching to their ing in large numbers for the front for Numbers of Servian girls dressed as
Ohio.
men are joining the army in the field.
knees. On their heads they wear tur- Red Cross service.
If you have mysterious pains, irregu- lowish loosely woven frieze, long
coat of bright blue or red,
bans bound round in folds. These
The Servian race is a fine, stalwart
Some of the Servian women are
larity; backache, extreme nervousness, jacket-likof a somewhat finer-mad- e
are usually white, and each has at- one, and the women are gifted with beautiful. They are domesticated,
inflammation, ulceration or displacecloth, and
tached to it two long broad tails, many of the physical characteristics good housewives, and cooks. They are
ment, don't wait too long, but try Lydia when she is not bareheaded a picturMARY EDITH DURHAM,
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound now. esque,
headdress with a black-haireand black-eyed- .
They which hang down the back past the of their mankind. They are also ex-- also very religious, and the various
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's piece of cloth or linen like a veil are more domesticated, as a whole, waist-line- .
Often the younger women tremely hospitable,
energetic, and feats of the church are strictly observ- Vegetable Compound, made from roots hanging down the back.
and go bareheaded,
their thrifty. But save in the larger towns ed. Every iamily in Servia. too. has
sisterb,
decorating
Montenegrin
than
their
standard
remedy
and herbs, has been the
somewhat coarse, and villages the houses are mostly p patron saint, the care of whom is
'As is often the case where the men their homes are less bare and poverty-stricke- glossy, though
for female ills, and such unquestionable
black hair with strings of small copgiven to the sons, the daughters being
first and foremost, the
are
fighters
value
the
above
the
as
proves
testimony
The Servian farmer, however, Is not chiefly concerned with the care of the
Occasionally, in the rose fields per or silver coins.
of this famous remedy and should give field work as well as domestic work,
Most of the bouses in the villages so poor as he looks or pretends to saints of their future husbands.
As which stretch for hundreds of acres,
ia largely done by the women.
very one confidence.,
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BALKANSBY

YOUNG WIFE

SAVED FROM
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Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free JIasonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially, invited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE. 32,
Venerable Master.
B

j

-

long-shape-

FK ANK T. BLANDY,

Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.

A

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodg

meets
regularly
.every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Follows Hall. Visiting broth-- '
erg always welcome.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lcds? Xo. 25!1, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. in.
Visiting brothers are inviied and welcome.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Homestead
2879,

1

Meets first

j

e

d

No.

Brother,

hood of American Yoemen.

;

d

M.

day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fire- aMeeJS
man's Hall. Visit- ling neighbors welcome.
A. G. WHITT1ER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

j

j

Camp

W. a.
meets second Tues-

,

j

Fe

Santa

13514,

.

e

P. O. E..

4C0, B.

holds its regular
session on the second
and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting
brothers are invited and welcome.

j

y,

P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodgeNo,

HOSPITAL

it

Ex-

Typiwriter

day

Fri-

of the

mouth at the
Firemen's Hall.
II. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at
the New Mexican Printing
Company.

mud-hovel-

New Mexican
bring returns.

want

ads. always

PACE EIGHT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

m
"The Home of Quality Groceries"
1

THIS 'OBT vz FECTI

Mr. Farmer
YOUR

6

nr.:::. :un

HARVEST HANDS

V

WiH Heat

tau:

Your. Spare

your guests to find-cosy,

If Fed On Our Quality Groceries

!

Just ReceivedAnother Car of

"Empress Flour"
No

Belter Flour Maoe

AI Any Price

I

Per Sack

$ 1 .50
Phone

a

Baddle-pocket-

'

ed

Smokeleet Oil Heater now,' and
comfortable all the rett of the winter

a Perfection

IANiiTiiruitiin

bo.

j

Danvar, Puablo. Albuquarqya,
Chaj.nuo. Butte. Boisa, Salt Laka Cilr.

man

$ 1 .50
Phone

i

THE
JEWELER

JOHNSON'S DAD
WOULDN'T VOTE
PROGRESSIVE

ANOTHER BIG
RAILROAD IN
CANADA PLANNED

Montreal, Canada, Nov. 3. As the
result of the entrance into Canada of:
a new and powerful group of English
capitalists and continental bankers,
Canada is sure of another inter-ocearailway, it was announced in local
financial circles today.
The proposed railway line when
c
completed will extend from the
ocean to Hudson Bay and will
the republican nomination for assemblyman when the local Taft or- be known as the Alberta, Peace River
ganization recently decided to throw and Eastern railway.
its strength to Wilson, Johnson went
with it.
... me !. : ...l a
- '
SANTA FE WOMANS' CLUB.
i uiive vuiy xu
.ugliest, leguru ior
my son, but he is on the wrong side of V The regular meeting of the
the political fence," said the gover- X Santa Fe Woman's Club will be
nor's father as he came from the vot- X held Wednesday, November 6, at
3
p. m. in the archaeological
ing place.
V rooms instead of the club rooms,
as given in the notice sent to
BIG STRIKE IS ENDED.
X each member. ,:
Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 5. The coal X S $ $ St Ji X:)t
$
miners' strike at Belview, Alberta in
which 1400 men went out Thursday,
was settled today by J. O. Jones, vice
president of the United Mine WorkU Interested and should kuow
Oout the wonderful
ers of America, and Ralph Menard,
MARVEL Whirling Spray
I Tie nev
general manager of the West CanaVaginal Syringe.
Best most convenient, t z
dian colliery. The men affected were
cleanses instantly.
reinstated.
The outlook still is bad
your drueei:tfor it.
at Fernie and Nichol, where 3,000 Ask
If he cannot sunolv th4
MARVEL, accent no otherl
threaten to strike if an arbitration but
send stamp for illustrated
' m
board is not immediately appointed book sealed. It gives full particu
lars and directions .valuable to ladies! minimum
to deal with the grievance.
MABVU CO.,
East 234 Jl. jet. New ToraT OmW
Sacramento, Cal., Nov. Ti. Grover
L. Johnson, father of (he progressive
candidate for
Hiram W.
Johnson, did not cast his vote for his
son when he went to the polls today.
Johnson here, known as the dean of
the California legislature in the old
days, voted for Wilson and Marshall.
He was defeated at the primaries for
t,

"

n

Pa-ciil-

T

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES
AND

Every Woman

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable

!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

lXAMI,
DfcSIUJNfcO

(.BOUQUETS

"

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

I!)

i F. ANDREWS

SCDIT7 f

Get

Ol'Sn

TRY IT NOW!

well-warm-

Russo-Japanes-

room awaiting
them.
A Perfection Smokeless Oil
Heater is the very thing to drive
away chill and damp in a hurry.
No smoke or smell with a Perfection. Just
clean, glowing warmth at a minute's notice.
A Perfection Heater gives nine hours' comfort on a single gallon of oil.
Handsome, yet
Dealers everywhere, or write for
inexpensive.
descriptive circular.

So Would Most Any One Else !

HEJT'Thcre Is

7-

It means a lot to

More Work In The Fields

humidity of 5S per cent. Yesterday lice.
The Apache Renegade,
made in
was a partly cloudy day, a light snow
'
tailing over the mountains at night Santa Fe by Kalem. Don't miss it.
and 0.02 of an inch fell over the city It's at the Elks'.
THE WEATHER.
Finished Long Tour Camillo Padil-la- ,
early this morning. The mercury drop- V
well known democrat, ended a
Santa Fe, X. M., Nov. 5. For Xjped to 34 degrees at 0 o'clock this
New Mexico:
three weeks' campaign for his party
Tonight generally X morning.
fair and cooler in extreme east X
The Richard Hudnut line of per-- last night by speaking at Vigil's hall.
X fumes Is uniformly of the highest Mr. Padilla has delivered many adportion; Wednesday, fair.
dresses each day and has returned to
quality. Get them at Zook's.
the city well pleased with his trip.
"Bold, Bad Man" Detective Robert
IN TELEPHONING
Emmett Gill left today for West VirThe New Mexican, if your business ginia with Earl Snodgrass, the 1 - LITTLE BALKANS PUT ALL TURKEY AT THE MERCY OF
:s about advertising, subscriptions or
year-olyouth who Is charged with
HER TROOPS.
job work, please call up "31 W." If forgery and spending a large sum in
you wish to speak to the editor or give Santa Fe to fit himself and a comany news, please phone "31 J."
(Continued from page one).
panion out as "bold, bad men" with'
a view of making a trip to Texas over-lane
If it's Real Estate Hayward has it
in the
war, Sir
Snodgrass was well equipped, velt
One big show at the Elks' tonight. He
Edward
did
not
reply.
sada splendid
purchased
Don't miss it.
Sir Edward denied that Great Brittwo Win- die, bride,
irons at Chester rifles, two
electric
$5.00
Those
ain had not given a warning of any
eight
revolvers,
Sparks Electric Co. will sell for $4.50 boxes of cartridges, cartridge belt, kind to Bulgaria. The movements of
while they last.
slicker, woolen cap, hatchet, immense Britishjships and their intentions, he
Business is good, running with the spurs, and a handsome pair of chap-- ' said, were precisely similar to those
muffler open at GOEBELS.
erejos with the wool six inches long. of the other power, namely, to proThey Are For Teddy A vote taken But his "expedition" was nipped in tect lives. The steps had been taken
reSchool
Mission
Allison
today at
the bud. "He was well enough equip-- ! as a result of communications which
sulted as follows: Roosevelt, 59;
to start a revolution," said the po- - had passed between the powers.
ped
Taft 25, and Wilson 9.
Richard Hudnut perfumes and toilet
specialties. Zook's Pharmacy.
rgi r j
jft rfr rSS rfo
Harold Hamill Injured While playi
a i nil I TIAIir 1 llf
nnnnct
Timlin
I nrMI MS
LnK
AMI
ing in a swing on the high school
KllShV
Hamill broke his
giounds, Harold
right arm. yesterday. The bone was
AND
set following an
picture
which was made by Dr. J. M. Diaz.
AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN. PHONE 12.
The boy suffered intense pain owing;
Call at Our Stand in Butt Brothers' Drug Store.
to the wrenching of the ligaments.
j
FOR SALE Good saddle or driving
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Best Varieties.
horse and buggy. Inquire at St. Vin-cent's Sanitarium.
A complete assortment of Hudnut's
fine toilet waters and perfumery just
received. tZook's.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms In the city, having
electric light, steam heat and bathe,
The European Hotel, centrally, lo
cated. State Progressive Headquart-J
ers in the hotel.
See Old Santa Fe on the canvas at;
the Elks tonight.
Here From San Juan
County
School Superintendent J, L.' Swinney
ia here from Aztec, San Juan' county,
and reports that his county is forging
ahead in business and educational
matters. Mr. Swinney is on his way
f The' most perfect draft ever
to the educational convention at Albu-.' discovered is the patent Hot
nuerque and probably traveled farther
- Blast Down Draftof the Wilson
than any other educator to attend thel
Heater. The only draft that
'
"
meeting.
secures perfect combustion and
Con-With
Insure
Hayward and Rest
prevents waste.
tent.
This draft is found only in the
.
The Temperature The range in
temperature yesterday was from 26
V 49 degrees with an average relative
:
MOT BLAST

LOCAL ITEMS.

d

e Room

MORE WORK WITH
THEIR MOUTHS

And Consequently

NOVEMBER 5, 1912.

1

WILL DO
I

TUESDAY,

I

mi

Here
Is Where
The Draft

i

Enters

j

1

Just Arrived

OQeater

!

The air enters at the top, drives

Another large assortment

latest shapes in Hats,

Such

the combustible gases into the
fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the
amount of fuel used
" heaters is necessary. inordinary
The Wilson
is
making perfect
possible and a fire can
be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heat,
ers for either wood or coal. '

"

as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery.

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PL aZA.

com-busti-

t,

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co;

i
YOUR
may

VOTE

UT

Bi

and ought

vote on
--

with

that matter

is directly in your
own personal inter-

est. If you vote right
you win a good deal
and if you should
vote wrong you will
. lose.
We want to
see you vote for our

Which-

ever happens a
month from that

time you'll be reconciled to the result
and continue to be
a patriotic and happy citizen.

Hart, Schaffner
& Marx

Hart, Schaff ner
&

IT'S

Clothes; your

to be a seriousrnat
ter to you on November 5th. Your
man may win or he

may lose.

g

Suits! Overcoats

Marx

This is the polling
place. Young men,
especially, get in on

CLOTHES

the new 'Varsity
Overcoat Models ;
great business in
these smart styles.
We're making a big
hit with these goods

are far ahead of all

other candidates.
When all. the votes
are counted they'll
be elected by a very
large majority.

and we want one of

them to hit you.
Copyricht Hart Schaffner

V

Mars

OVERQOoflTS,
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
FINE CLOTHES

I

g

$16.50 & UPt - SUITS, $18.00 oHND UP

NATHANfi SALMON

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
U
FINE CLOTHES

